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What is Social Selling?

Source: B2B Power Hour
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What is Social Selling?

It’s about: 
• Finding, engaging, and connecting with prospects through social media. 

• Providing value throughout the buying process.

• Building relationships.
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Benefits of Social Selling

Social selling can help you:
• Better qualify your prospects.

• Develop more authentic interactions.

• Convert more sales.
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Why Use LinkedIn in Your Sales Process

• It’s the only social platform focused on business and professional networking.

• It’s one of the top places to reach decision makers, influencers, and practitioners with your content.

On LinkedIn you can:
• Showcase your brand.

• Promote your company.

• Engage. 

• Conduct research.

• Establish relationships to increase sales.

   Sources: *LinkedIn’s advertising audience data April 2022. **Hubspot

• B2B blogs and websites receive most of their social media traffic from LinkedIn.**

• B2B marketers have seen revenue increased by using LinkedIn.*

• 43% attributed their sales to LinkedIn, Facebook followed at 24%, and Twitter at 20%.**

Fun Facts
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LinkedIn
Social Selling
Tips
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Create/Update and Optimize Your Profile

A professional profile:
• Increases your visibility, engagement, and leads. 

• Acts as a personal website and is the first page people go to learn about you.

• Is NOT your resume.

When someone Googles you, a link to your LinkedIn profile will be at the top of the results page. 
It’s your digital presence; make it professional. It does influence sales. 
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LinkedIn Content Formats

Share different types of content:
• Comment on Others’ Posts

• Share Others’ Posts

• Write Text Only Posts (No Image) 

• Write Text with Media Posts (e.g. 9 Images, Video)

• Carousel Posts (Image Slider with 2-5 Images) 

• Video Content Posts

• Video Messaging (Mobile App)

• Audio Messaging (Mobile App)

• LinkedIn Articles (Similar to a Blog)

• LinkedIn Polls

• LinkedIn Live Events and Newsletters (with Creator Mode Access)

To learn more, go to LinkedIn Learning or search on Google.
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Posts

Posting on LinkedIn is an excellent way to: 
• Stay in front of your target audience(s).

• Position yourself as an expert in your field.

• Engage people in conversation - network at scale. 

Types of content for Posts:
• Original, authored by you.

• Curated, authored by others.

LinkedIn’s news feed algorithm promotes people who:
• Frequently post high-engagement content.

• Post 1-2 times every business day. 

• Spark conversations in the comments section and reply to questions.
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Posts

Posts should share:
• Industry news, research, and trends.

• A relevant meme, an interesting stat, a great quote, a book you just read.

• A personal experience or recent discovery that will inspire others.

• Educational infographics.

• Quick tips.

• A productivity or growth hack.

• A case study from your industry, a client’s story, or a relevant white paper.

• Promotions, announcements, and celebrations of employee milestones/birthdays/anniversaries.

• Company updates and events.

• The launch or completion of a project.

• Testimonials.

• Expressions of gratitude. 
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Video Content Posts

Video content posts are a great way to:
• Deliver information.

• Showcase your expertise, personality, and business. 

People like to do business with people they like so
create a tone for your video that’s informative and 
exemplifies your likeability. 
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Private Video Messages (Mobile App)

Video messaging has become an essential
and effective tool for:
• Prospecting.

• Lead generation. 

• Follow-up. 

With view rates of 50%+, Video Messages are proven to convert well.
Record short Videos to send to 1st-degree connections. 
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Private Video Messages

When to use Video Messages: 
• After you connect with someone, send a video with 
   why you connected and thank them. 
   Share a little of what you do. Make it personal. 

• Don’t do a hard sell. Talk about the benefits to them.

• Follow up on notifications in your feed 
   (birthdays, job changes, etc.). 

• Follow up on others’ content in your feed. 
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Private Voice Messages (Mobile App)

Like Video Messages, Voice Messages are short (up to 60 sec.)  
and work well for prospecting.

Use Voice Messages to announce: 
• An upcoming event.

• A new product/service.

• That you’ll be in the recipient’s area on certain dates and 
   you’d love to meet.

• As a thank you for connecting.

• As a follow-up to a call, email, LinkedIn Post, or Video, and 
   that more information will be forthcoming.

• Anything you think would be of value to the recipient.
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Polls

• Polls are another form of content to provide insight and opportunities to engage. 

• Asking your network for answers to relevant questions creates conversation. 

• Poll results can be used to craft future content.
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Articles

Think of an Article as a longer LinkedIn Post, similar to a blog post. Articles effectively drive leads and 
sales.
 
When developing content for your Articles:
• Select ideas that demonstrate your expertise.

• Provide industry knowledge and thought leadership. 

• Focus on content of value. 

Topics could include:
• Industry trends.

• An interview with an expert in your field.

• Data from Polls you’ve run.

• Case studies.

• Issues relevant to your audience (how to’s/tips/best practices/product updates).
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LinkedIn Live Events and Newsletters

Turn on Creator Mode (profile setting) to:
• Access LinkedIn Live Events and LinkedIn Newsletters.

• Share the topics (5 hashtags) you post about the most 
   making it easier for others to discover your content
   and follow you.

• Have your Connect button change to a Follow, 
   with the number of your followers displayed.

• Have your Featured and Activity sections be first 
   on your profile, highlighting your content.

• Have Connection requesters automatically 
   Follow you as they await your response. 
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Groups

What is a Group?
It’s a collection of members who share something in common, e.g work, university, professional 
organizations. Some are open to anyone to join; others require approval. 

Why join Groups?
• To share your knowledge and expertise, and increase your visibility. 

• To see what prospects are talking about, and what they’re looking for. 

• To increase your connections.

• To direct message people without being connected.

• Join the top 5-10 groups that your prospects are using.

• Don’t promote yourself. Posts must be informational/educational.  

TIPS
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How to Find Prospects

You can find almost every executive and decision-maker of significance on LinkedIn.
It’s a goldmine of B2B contacts.

Leverage LinkedIn search:
• “Hard searches” use the entire search keywords to find an exact match.

• Inclusive (without quotes) is a very broad search.
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How to Find Prospects

Check out the “People also viewed.”
It’s a sidebar on the right side of every LinkedIn Profile and features:

• People with traits similar to the prospect you’re viewing.

• People likely to fit your ICP. 

• Insight into a prospect’s network.
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How to Find Prospects

Use Influencers
• Find people with 5k followers or more.

• Click the bell icon or bookmark the influencer’s profile to 
   engage with their posts.

Mine Skills
• Scroll down to “Skills” and under each, click on the number 
   of endorsements for a pop-up list of names.

Go through your competitors’ networks.
• LinkedIn members’ networks are searchable 
   (if they haven’t opted to hide them).

• Browse your competitors’ connections. 

• Use the search filters to save time. 

• To prevent your competitors from doing the same, change your connection visibility settings.
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How to Find Prospects

Find contacts by using various LinkedIn features like:
• Mutual connection lists.

• Home Feed Activity - learn who’s posting and commenting.

• Your Posts & Activity - see a list of your shared content and people who’ve interacted. 

• My Network - lists people who have attended the same school as you, people with similar roles, and more.

• Your Followers - see who’s followed you and reach out to connect.

• LinkedIn Events - attend and engage with participants after each event.

• LinkedIn Polls - engage with participants after each concludes.

• Industry Hashtags - follow and review posts/comments.
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Research

The people who do more research win. The key to success is to research your targets to customize and 
personalize your messaging.

Research your target’s:
• LinkedIn profile and company page. Look at their activity, content, and interests.

• Connections. Do you know people in common? If so, ask that person if it’s okay to use them in a 
   connection request.

• Website(s).

Research your competition:
• What are they doing and who is following and engaging with their content.
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Engage and Support Others

Build relationships by:
• Following and connecting with the top 10-25 industry experts/influencers (5k+ followers).

• Following and connecting with your prospects.

• Connecting with prospects that follow you.

• Sending connection requests (100/week max).

• Reviewing your colleagues’ connections. Use them to make connections. 

• Regularly writing valuable, authentic comments on posts (not every post). 

• Asking a question.

• Tagging the poster in your comment by naming them, e.g. ‘Hey [@name], ...’

• Commenting on several industry relevant posts each day.

• Replying to comments on your posts to encourage further discussion.
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Engage and Support Others

• If a prospect doesn’t accept your connection request, withdraw it after 2 weeks.

• If under 30% respond, adjust your profile. 

• Follow them on LinkedIn for 2-3 weeks and comment on their content so they see your name.

• Send another connection request.

• Don’t pitch. 

TIPS

Use the Notifications tab daily to see your connection’s daily updates, e.g. new job, birthday or a new post. 
Use these updates as a catalyst to engage. 

The goal is to add value by educating, offering insights, and be entertaining (when possible).
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Message Prospects That Viewed Your Profile

• Check your LinkedIn profile views 2x/day for people that match your ICP.

• Send qualified prospects a message, e.g. ‘Hi [First Name], thank you for viewing my profile
   today! I’d love to know how your company is currently doing/using [Product/Solution]’ OR
   ‘I found this article on [Topic] that I thought you might find useful.’

• Don’t assume that because they’re looking at your profile they want to do business with you.

TIPS
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Getting The Meeting

• Comments on posts are the starting point for a great conversation.

• Comments provide visibility beyond your connections.   

• Send a connection request after 3 back-and-forth comments (3 responses from them) 
   between you and your prospect. 

• Transition into direct messages (DM) to generate the meeting. 

• Make it a casual conversation and focus on the problems they’re experiencing and how you 
   can help.

• When the prospect is the right fit, and is interested, ask for the meeting (offline), e.g. 
  ‘Why don’t we hop on a call to discuss this more? 15 minutes next week?’

TIPS
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LinkedIn Algorithm 

Keywords to stay away from in your posts and messages:
• Search for.

• Link in comments, Link below, and Click the link. Link (in general).

• Register and Register for.

• Subscribe.

• Website and Site.
When these words are used, we’re suggesting to LinkedIn that we’re trying to drive the reader 
away from LinkedIn which results in less visibility to our content.

LinkedIn values 2 things above all else:
• Driving members to the site/app.

• Increasing member dwell time.

TIPS
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Consistency/Scheduling

Social selling needs to be used regularly and consistently to work best. 
• Build a plan and strategy.

• Publish a broad content mix. Content is networking at scale.

• Schedule time every day to post (15 minutes).

• Posting Monday-Friday between 9-5 is no longer the rule. 

• If you post only a few times a week, avoid Monday. 
   It’s the day with the least user traffic and the highest content posts which = less visibility. 

• On Monday, comment on your targets’ LinkedIn posts. 

• Encourage employees to re-share your content and post their own (with your approval).

• Track results weekly to see which content and post times performed best.
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If Your Target is Not Active on LinkedIn

You’ll be 400% more likely to have someone engage or reply to you if you include at least two 
additional channels in your outreach (e.g. email, phone, and direct mail).

TIP

• Research others in your prospect’s company and connect with them.

• Look at your prospect’s other social media sites, e.g. Twitter, Facebook, etc.

Remember...not everyone is active on LinkedIn. In fact, 90% of accounts don’t like, comment, or engage. 
They lurk. 
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LinkedIn Sales Navigator

What is LinkedIn Sales Navigator?
• It’s a paid subscription service to streamline the process of finding new leads, making connections, and 
  driving conversions. 3 Plans: Professional, Team, and Enterprise
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LinkedIn Sales Navigator

Features/Benefits
• Advanced search filters identify Leads and Accounts.
   Filters include: seniority, function, company size, and more.

• Automatic Lead and Account recommendations based on your saved preferences.

• Real-time updates of Leads and existing connections, e.g. job changes, anniversaries,  
   when a Lead connects with someone in your network.

• Company page updates.

• Online people and company news alerts from the web (outside of LinkedIn).

• Notes to keep a detailed account of your interactions with target companies.

• Expanded list of who’s viewed your profile over the last 90 days.

• InMail messages to contact prospects directly without a connection. 

• CRM integration to easily save Leads, Accounts, and activity from Navigator.

• Access to LinkedIn’s Learning Video Library.
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Key Takeaways

• Know your audience.

• Engage, build trust and relationships.

• Research and personalize your outreach efforts.

• Provide value, be helpful, and get creative.

• Use multiple channels to reach your prospects.

• Don’t wait - the opportunity is now.
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Lori Berson
Creative Strategist
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Contact

Follow Us

        @BersonDeanStevens-inc

        @BDSmarketing

        @BersonDeanStevensInc

        @BersonDeanStevens

https://BersonDeanStevens.com

Contact Us

Lori Berson
        loriberson

https://www.bersondeanstevens.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/675703/
https://twitter.com/bdsmarketing
https://www.facebook.com/BersonDeanStevensInc
https://www.instagram.com/bersondeanstevens/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/loriberson/
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Thank You!
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